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SCENIC DESIGN I -  DRAM 334 Instructor -  Patti Henry 
FALL 2000 PARTY 192 ext.# 5138
SYLLABUS
The goal of this class is to familiarize each student with the scenic design 
process. It is a project oriented class. Initially, we will cover the elements of 
design; the process of the scenic designer; and an overview of theatre spaces. 
We will do some drafting, drop point perspective, rendering and model work. 
Research will be an imperative part of each design assignment as will the 
adaptation of research.
Via your presentations we will learn of major designers of the 20th century. We 
will seek to improve your ability to present your design work and to critique 
other's projects.
YOU WILL NEED:
Sketchbook -- for notes; research; sketches.
Drafting tools
architect's scale rule pencils
45 triangle sharpener
30/60 triangle eraser
eraser shield paper (available at box office)
Art tools (at home & at some point, in class): paper, brushes, paint, 
collage-makings mat board....glue etc.
TEXT: Optional —  "Designing and Drawing for the Theatre," Lynn Pectai
CLASS ATTENDANCE is necessary. Attendance and participation are a 
potential 50 points out of the points possible this semester. (1 pt 
each, each class)
GRADING is based upon a percentage of points possible.
Scale: 90% A 80% B 70% C 60% D
GRADING CRITERIA:
Projects & Presentations:
a) on time
b) sound reasoning
c) fulfilled requirements
d) exceeded requirements
e) flexibility and ability to accept criticism and 
to work with it
Attendance/participation/preparation
Be there, having done your work.
Participate and be prepared.
DESIGN I -  ASSIGNMENTS, 2000
PRESENTATIONS
10 pts #1 -- early scenic designers. Provide a brief, typed
biography (you will deliver it orally), on an assigned designer.
Find some quotes by or about them that appear to sum up their 
approach to scenic design. Finally, find a number of photos of 
their work to present to the class. What seems to distinguish their 
work from their peers?
10 pts #2 -- mid-20th century scenic designers. Follow guidelines for #2
10 pts #3 -- contemporary scenic designers. Follow guidelines for #2
DESIGN PROJECTS
Play #1 - Play & After Magritte - product is understanding of importance of floor 
plan; french scenes; and many other aspects of scenic design 
Play #2 - Zoo Story - product is color sketch and rough plan 
Play #3 - The Time of Your Life - .product is perspective drawing, then 
rendering; drafted floor plan 
Play #4 - TBD (one or two scene opera) - product is model
Play #1 will be worth 10 points.
Plays #2,3 & 4 will be 40 pts total each:
10 pts - research (on time, thorough)
10 pts - preliminary work - sketches, ground plan; script
analysis (can answer fundamental questions & more), perspective 
drawing, etc.
10 pts - presents design when due; has reasons for 
decisions, assigment is complete 
10 pts -- exceeds expectations, is flexible, creative, willing 
to explore other options, try new materials and ideas
There are two other smaller projects that come to mind that we will be doing as 
a part of this class: chair - 5 points
intro to model - 20 points
